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General information
This section contains general information about the product.

Changes from previous manual version
Changes made to this manual are marked with underlined text.

Trademarks
Copyright © 2015-2021, PerkinElmer, Inc. All rights reserved.

PerkinElmer® is a registered trademark of PerkinElmer, Inc.

AutoDELFIA® is a registered trademark of Wallac Oy, a subsidiary of PerkinElmer, Inc.

All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Intended purpose
The AutoDELFIA® system (Sample Processor and Plate Processor) is intended to be used as an aid in screening with
associated AutoDELFIA reagent kits for neonatal screening and prenatal screening. It is an automatic immunoassay
system designed to automatically perform assays using the proven and widely used method of time-resovled
fluorometry. It is intended for in vitro quantitative determination of analytes as described by the associated assays.
The function, the specific disorder, the condition or risk factor to be identified, the specimen type, and the testing
population are based on and described within the intended purpose of the applicable assay. The AutoDELFIA system is
intended to be used by trained laboratory personnel.

Table of symbols
The following table contains symbols that identify particularly important information and alert you to the presence of
hazards. These symbols may appear in this manual or on the product or on its package.

Symbol Description

CE compliance mark

Manufacturer

Date of manufacture

Caution, consult instructions for use
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Symbol Description

Warning, beware of moving parts in the instrument

Biological risks

This way up

Fragile, handle with care

Keep dry

Certifcation mark from testing laboratory

In vitro diagnostic medical device

Serial number

Catalogue number

Battery recycle

Follow national guidelines when disposing of the
equipment

Symbol and sensor for product transporting usage

Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used throughout the manual:
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• LIS: Laboratory Information System
• DBS: Dried Blood Spot
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Safety information

This section contains the safety information for the product.

Conventions
The following conventions are used in all system documentation:

Warning: A warning indicates a hazardous situation or operation that, if not avoided, could result in serious personal
injury or death to the operator or the patient. Follow all stated precautions.

Caution: A caution indicates an operation that could cause damage to the instrument or loss of data, or personal
injury to the operator or the patient if correct procedures are not followed.

Note: A note emphasizes significant information in a procedure or description, and alerts users to key points of interest
not related to personal injury.

In cases where a specific hazard or warning has been identified – such as an electrical or burn hazard – that symbol is
added to the cautions and warnings.

Warnings and precautions
Operators should be trained in the operation of AutoDELFIA and should be familiar with the contents of the relevant
user instructions supplied with the product.

To ensure correct test results, always follow the instructions provided in this manual, in the instrument manual, in the
kit inserts and/or otherwise provided by PerkinElmer.

The triangle symbol used on the instrument and in
the software is to draw attention to warnings. The
warnings usually accompany the symbol, but there may
be additional information in the manual.

Sample processor
"Do not open this lid during run." There is no danger
to the user in opening the Sample Processor front panel
during a run, but this action could lead to the disruption
of the run and the schedule, thus preventing results from
being obtained.

Warning: Check carefully that there are no films, foam or bubbles in the calibrator vials, control tubes or sample
tubes. These may cause wrong liquid level detection. If there are film, foam or bubbles in the vials or in the tubes,
remove them carefully.

Warning: Washing and poor quality of the probe might affect the accuracy of the results. The AutoDELFIA Carry-over
test is a quarterly maintenance procedure. Although the test can be run as a normal AutoDELFIA assay, it is not
possible to include it in an AutoDELFIA load with other analytes.

Warning: Air may enter the probe tubings or the syringe due to leakage or air in the liquid. The The processor flushes
the tubing automatically before starting a run in order to remove possible air bubbles in the tubing.

Warning: All reagents and samples must be brought to room temperature (+20 to +25°C) before use. For analyte-
specific requirements, see the kit inserts.

Warning: Check the kit insert for the analyte-specific diluent solution. The Samples screen of the program shows the
amount of diluent needed and into which troughs the diluent should be put. If the 70 mL troughs are used, they must
be loaded to the instrument starting from the rightmost position. A maximum of three diluent troughs can be used at
a time. With the 250 mL troughs, only one diluent can be used at a time.

Warning: When running patient samples, always use barcoded sample tubes to ensure positive patient ID.
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Warning: Check that the tubes and adapters are of the right type.

Plate processor
"When the lid is open, beware of fast-moving parts." This
warning alerts you to the fact that the Plate Processor
has fast-moving parts behind the front panel. Putting a
hand or a finger in the area during operation could lead
to injury or the disruption of the operation.

Sample and Plate Processors
Both the Sample Processor and the Plate Processor have the following information on the back of the instrument, near
the mains cable connections.

Caution: "For continued protection against fire hazards, replace only with the same type and rating of fuse." The user
can change fuses, but must heed this caution.

Warning: "Disconnect supply before servicing." The user should not attempt to service the AutoDELFIA instrument.
Only a PerkinElmer Life Sciences service engineer should service the instrument. This is a warning to the person
servicing the instrument.

Warning: The Sample Processor probes should not be allowed to dry. The software takes care of the periodic rinsing
of the probes. If you switch the system off for a longer period, you should leave the probes in deionized water.

Warning: When preparing the Plate Processor, the AutoDELFIA Manager software does not know what is present in
the bottles. It is the sole responsibility of the user to ensure that the content of the system liquid bottles is equal or
more and that the content of the waste bottle is equal to or less than what the System liquids screen indicates.

Caution: The instrument is very heavy. To avoid injuries, do not attempt to lift the instrument. To move the
AutoDELFIA instrument, use handles and see the instructions.

Beware of moving parts in the instrument.

Electromagnetic environment
The electromagnetic environment should be evaluated prior to the operation of the device.

Do not use this instrument in close proximity to sources of strong electromagnetic radiation (for example, unshielded
intentional RF sources). These can interfere with the proper operation of the AutoDELFIA instrument.

This equipment is designed for use in a professional healthcare facility environment. It is likely to perform incorrectly if
used in a home healthcare environment.

If it is suspected that performance is affected by electromagnetic interference, correct operation may be restored by
increasing the distance between the equipment and the source of the interference.

General safety, software
Caution: The system administrator is responsible for ensuring that only adequately trained personnel are allowed to
configure Microsoft Windows settings.

Warning: To ensure data security, log off when leaving the computer.

Warning: To avoid viruses and other malware, do not connect a USB memory stick to the instrument.

Warning: Use the necessary precautions against viruses. No anti-virus software is provided with the system. In case
the instrument's computer is connected to an insecure network, installation and maintenance of protection against
viruses and other malware is the user's responsibility.
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Warning: To avoid unauthorized access to the system, maintain adequare user rights policy and operate according to
that policy.

Caution: The AutoDELFIA Workstation is designed to control the AutoDELFIA instrument. In normal use it is expected
that the AutoDELFIA Workstation software and other related tools are the only applications run on the workstation
PC. PerkinElmer offers no quarantee whatsoever as to the compatibility of the AutoDELFIA Workstation software and
associated tools with other software installed or run by the user on the workstation PC.

Caution: PerkinElmer recommends that you do not connect the workstation PC to a local area network (LAN).

Caution: The product has a security system which allows only configured users access to the system. The software
avoids the diting of the same data by multiple users at the same time.

Caution: Remember that it is critical to back up the database to an external drive or media on a regular basis to
minimize the risk of data loss.

Caution: Should the system be connected to the internet, the administrator is responsible for ensuring that
protection by a proper firewall and appropriate antivirus software is available. By default, the Microsoft Windows
Firewall is turned on.

Biohazard
Warning: Biohazardous materials are handled in the instrument. Treat all samples, waste bottles, liquid sensors,
washer parts, and risk remover parts as potentially infectious. When operating or maintaining the instrument, always
wear appropriate protective equipment.

Notice regarding serious incidents
For a patient/user/third party in the European Union and in countries with an identical regulatory regime (IVDR; EU
2017/746/EU); if, during the use of this device or as a result of its use, a serious incident has occurred, please report
it to the manufacturer and to your national authority. The contact information for the manufacturer of this device to
report a serious incident is:

Wallac Oy

Mustionkatu 6, FI-20750 Turku, Finland

http://www.perkinelmer.com

Phone: +358 2 2678 111
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Introduction

AutoDELFIA: Classic and New
This manual describes operations using the AutoDELFIA 3.0 Manager software. The AutoDELFIA 3.0 Manager software
is compatible with the Classic and the New AutoDELFIA instrument models and is designed to be able to control both of
them. The software will detect the type of instrument connected to the PC and will provide instructions accordingly.

Below are pictures of both models. In short, AutoDELFIA instruments produced until mid 2015 are referred to as Classic
models, and those produced from mid 2015 onwards are referred to as New.

The Classic AutoDELFIA instrument, including the Sample Processor

The New AutoDELFIA instrument, including the Sample Processor

AutoDELFIA Manager and AutoDELFIA Workstation
The AutoDELFIA system comprises the following:
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• The instrument (i.e. the Plate Processor and optionally the Sample Processor)
• The workbench and bottles
• The AutoDELFIA PC running the software necessary for AutoDELFIA operation. The PC running this software is

next to the instrument itself, and in facilities with several AutoDELFIA instruments, each instrument has its own
AutoDELFIA PC.

The AutoDELFIA 3.0 software consists of:

• The AutoDELFIA Manager software, which is used to control the AutoDELFIA instrument.
• The AutoDELFIA Workstation software, which calculates the concentration of the samples by comparing the signal

measured by the AutoDELFIA instrument to the calibration curves. It consists of four main software modules: Kitlot
Editor, Plate Generator, Result Viewer and Quality Control. This software is described in separate manuals.

In DBS mode, the information about the samples to be processed come from puncher worklists, or sample information
can be generated with the Plate Generator software.

In liquid sample mode, the information about the samples to be processed come from external LIS (see Using LIS
Query on page 31) or liquid mode worklists (see Liquid Sample Mode on page 30). The AutoDELFIA Manager
software controls the processing of the plates, reagents, consumables and samples. After processing, the raw
measurement data (counts) is sent to the AutoDELFIA Workstation software for result calculation and reporting, and
quality control.

Plate Processor and Sample Processor
The AutoDELFIA instrument consists of the Plate Processor module, which can be used on its own (DBS screening) or
with the optional Sample Processor, which allows liquid sample analysis.

The instructions in this manual are valid for operations with both the Plate Processor alone and the Plate Processor
coupled with the Sample Processor.

Instructions intended for use with the Sample Processor are identified with the following text:

For use with the Sample Processor

AutoDELFIA Manager User Manual
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Main features

Start-up
To start the AutoDELFIA system, follow the sequence below:

1. Switch on the instrument (first the Sample Processor if it is used, followed by the Plate Processor). Refer to the
AutoDELFIA Instrument Manual for more on this topic

2. Switch on the printer
3. Switch on the AutoDELFIA PC and its monitor
4. Start up the AutoDELFIA Manager software
5. Start up the AutoDELFIA Workstation software when needed

During start-up, AutoDELFIA performs checks on itself to ensure that all modules are functioning correctly. The status of
the instrument will be shown.

Empty the Sample Processor of any samples or calibrators that may be left.

When the AutoDELFIA instrument has been off for more than a few hours, it will need some time before it is
operational:

• The calibrator tray of the Sample Processor needs 30 minutes to reach its operating temperature
• The Plate Processor needs up to 2.5 hours to reach its operating temperature (the AutoDELFIA Manager software

shows the temperature, and will not allow a run to begin if temperature is outside limits)

Shutdown
To switch off the AutoDELFIA system, follow the sequence below:

1. Exit the AutoDELFIA Manager software and the AutoDELFIA Workstation software.
2. Switch off the Plate Processor
3. Switch off the Sample Processor.

Gently move the probes manually into the diluent trough containing deionized water; be careful not to touch the
probes themselves. If you do not support the probe holders when power is switched off, the probes will drop and
may get damaged.

Note: If you are using the Classic AutoDELFIA instrument, the probes will fall rapidly as soon as power is switched
off, so you must support the black probe holders before shutdown in order to prevent any damage to the probes. A
support piece is provided to hold up the probes. If you are using the New AutoDELFIA, the probe holder is equipped
with a brake function that slows down the fall. The support piece is also provided with the new AutoDELFIA, but
alternatively, you can hold the black probe holder with your finger while switching off.

Note: Probes must never be allowed to go down to the bottom of the wash wells.
4. Shut down the AutoDELFIA PC through the start menu.

Do not shut down the AutoDELFIA system after the run is complete. The AutoDELFIA system should always remain
switched on.

Log on and Log off: using the Lock Screen program
To guarantee security, it is recommended that the PC running the AutoDELFIA Manager Software be locked when
unattended.

The Windows security lock only allows one user at the time to be logged in, but in a typical AutoDELFIA laboratory,
several users need to be able to unlock the workstation with their own credentials (for tracking and follow-up
purposes).

The Lock Screen program is automatically installed on the AutoDELFIA Manager PC, but it is disabled by default. To have
it enabled, contact your local PerkinElmer representative.
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The Lock Screen program allows several users to unlock the AutoDELFIA Manager PC and use it with their own
credentials while remaining logged in with a shared Windows account. They can then lock the computer when they
leave it unattended. The program can also lock the computer if it remains untouched for a certain amount of time.

The Lock Screen program also logs all kinds of events in the event log and/or in a text file, allowing monitoring and
follow-up of users.

Here are a few examples of events that can be logged:

• Manual lock (i.e. when a user locks the AutoDELFIA Manager PC before leaving it unattended)
• Timeout lock (i.e. the AutoDELFIA Manager PC is locked automatically after a given amount of time)
• Unlock (either by the user who had locked it or by another user)
• Changes made to the configuration

To lock the computer, either double-click the screen lock icon in the task bar, or right click the icon and click Lock in the
context menu that appears.

To unlock the computer when it is locked by the Screen Lock program, type in your Lock Screen credentials
(combination of user name and password) and press ENTER or click the unlock button.

Touch Screen
In addition to the mouse and keyboard, the AutoDELFIA Manager user interface software is also designed to operate
with a touch screen.

The on-screen keyboard will be activated whenever required, i.e. when you press an editable field on the touch screen
or whenever manual text input is required (e.g. for writing a note to be assigned to a sample).
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Main screens of the program
The main screen is divided into two areas. On the left there is a narrow, fixed column containing buttons. The display
area fills the rest of the screen. Clicking any button on the left will open the corresponding screen in the display area on
the right.

The frame around each button can have different colors dependent on the status of current instrument operations. In
general:

• Green: everything is OK
• Blue: user input possible
• Red: user action required

The status lights on the front panel of the New AutoDELFIA instrument follow the same color coding.

At the top all main screens, a gray status bar displays (from left to right):

• the name assigned to the instrument
• the name of the user currently logged in
• the LIS reporting status: this appears only if your laboratory uses a LIS to which AutoDELFIA sends results. It only

tells the status of the result sending operations, it has nothing to do with LIS Query. The status will be OK only if the
automatic result sending is enabled and there is no reason to believe that result sending does not work.

• the temperature inside the instrument and the system time.

Home

The AutoDELFIA Manager home screen consists of a main display area that lets you see at a glance the current status of
the AutoDELFIA system. The top of the screen features a general time line for all assays running, and the rest is divided
into several areas:

• Samples available for unload: For used with the Sample Processor. When running liquid sample assays, this area
will indicate the time from which the sample tubes may be removed from the Sample Processor. Once that time
has passed, the clock will be replaced by a green mark, indicating you can remove the sample tubes from the
instrument in order to store them appropriately.

• Additional loading possible: This area indicates the time at which you can perform additional loading (above,
big characters), and the time frame available for it (below, small characters). Once the additional loading becomes
possible, this area only displays a countdown corresponding to the time left for additional loading (with the text
"available to complete loading"). Once the additional loading time has elapsed, the software will show information
on the next available additional loading time frame. When the last additional loading time frame is over, or if
additional loading is not possible, then this area is empty.

• All reagents may be removed: During a run, once all the reagents have been pipetted, they can be removed, and
stored appropriately. This area will indicate the time from which the reagent rack may be emptied. Once that time
has passed, the clock will be replaced by a green mark. Note that you can take the reagent rack out of the Plate
Processor for emptying, but once emptied, you must return it into the instrument.

• Messages: This area will contain all messages giving you information on the system status for the current run. This
includes warnings, errors, etc. Once a new message is added to the Messages area, the Home button turns red
until you click it to display the screen where the message can be seen. There is also a small counter indicating the
number of new messages. This counter is reset every time you show the message list.

Plate Processor temperature
The AutoDELFIA Plate Processor has two inbuilt temperature sensors: one checks the conveyor temperature, and the
other the counter temperature. Typically, the two sensors give slightly different readings, and the reading indicated in
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the information bar on the top of the AutoDELFIA Manager software will always be from the sensor that differs most
from the target temperature.

The target temperature for the AutoDELFIA Plate Processor is +25°C under normal conditions, i.e.:

• Ambient temperature +15 - +30°C
• The Plate Processor cover closed
• At least two hours being allowed for the temperature to stabilize after start up.

The acceptable range for AutoDELFIA assay runs is +25 ±3°C. If the temperature is outside this acceptable range but still
within the +25 ±4°C range, the software will display a warning message. If the temperature is outside the limits of the
+25 ±4°C range, the software will display an error message.

Starting an assay run is only possible when the temperature is within the acceptable range +25 ±3°C.

If the temperature falls outside the acceptable range during an assay run, the run will continue and if the temperature
goes out of the +25 ±4°C range, the results will be flagged accordingly in the AutoDELFIA Workstation software.

If the temperature is not within the range specified above, contact your service engineer.

Samples

For use with the Sample Processor

The Samples screen is available only for systems with a Sample Processor. The corresponding icon will be hidden if the
Sample Processor is not connected.

For systems equipped with the Sample Processor, the Samples screen is accessible only when the Liquid sample
mode is checked in the Settings display, otherwise it will be grayed out and inaccessible.

Start by placing the sample racks that you want to load on the front lane of the sample conveyor. You can load the racks
one at the time or in batches (maximum 18 racks at the time). Every time you have placed new racks on the front lane
of the sample rack conveyor and you want to load them, press the Sample Processor LOAD button or click Load on the
Samples screen, and close the front panel of the Sample Processor.

The conveyor then moves the sample racks to the reading position where the barcode reader scans the rack barcode,
and then the sample barcodes one at the time. An overlay window is displayed on the screen and shows the rack
contents.

You can keep loading racks until you reach the maximum number of racks for the instrument, which is 36 (18 in the
back lane and 18 in the front lane).

To display the information of a particular sample in the overlay Rack window, select a sample tube in the drawing
representing the rack on the left of the window. The following sample information is displayed:

• Sample ID
• Tube type
• Predilution: this is the dilution factor if the sample has been pre-diluted outside of the instrument.
• Test request area: this will have as many tabs as there are test requests for the test panel. At this stage, you can

remove some test requests by switching off the is active button for the corresponding tests. If a test includes a
dilution, you can add a test for the undiluted sample by switching on the primary button and then selecting the
number of replicates in the field that appears.

Make sure that all sample barcodes are visible through the rack openings, as shown on the picture below. For more on
tube types and how to configure them, see Tube types on page 20.
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If the reader does not find a rack barcode or if it finds an unauthorized rack barcode, the AutoDELFIA Manager software
will display an error message.

If the instrument cannot read a sample barcode, the corresponding sample in the user interface appears in red.

• If the rack position is indeed empty, you can turn the Is empty switch on.
• If there are several empty tube positions, you can click the Change button, which will change the status of all tubes

for which no barcode was found to Empty.
• If there is a sample tube but the scanner could not read it, then you can either try to rescan it after you have made

sure that the barcode can be seen through the opening, or you can type it in the corresponding field.

The bottom part of the screen represents the sample racks with the control rack to the left.

If the panel includes samples, which need to be diluted, the Sample Processor will first dilute these samples with
diluent in the dilution strips, and then move the samples from the dilution strips to the plate.

Accept each rack separately: turn this option on if you want to be able to edit sample information or test requests
after you have scanned the sample rack. If this option is not turned on, the sample conveyor will automatically take the
rack to the back lane once the reader has scanned all barcodes successfully.

Active tube type: click this button to open an overlay window where you can select the type of tube you want to use.
For more on tube types and how to configure them, see Tube types on page 20.

Active panel: click this button to open an overlay window where you can select the panel of analyte you want to use.
For more on analyte panels and how to configure them, see Analyte panels on page 21.

Worklists: this button is enabled if you have selected the Use worklists loading mode in the Settings screen. Click it to
open a window where all the worklists available at the specified location appear.

In the middle area of the screen, there are pictures representing the dilution rack, the diluent troughs (either up to
three small ones or one large) and the calibrator tray. The instrument does not scan these, and you must make sure
that anything shown on the screen is present in the instrument. The following must be verified visually:

• Dilution strips are in the dilution rack
• The minimum amount (indicated by the software) of diluent is in the troughs
• Calibrator vials are in the calibrator tray

The program will ask you to confirm that all necessary materials are present on the instrument. After plates are loaded,
the sample button turns red and the main area of the sample screen has a red frame around it. You must click the
Accept button to confirm that all required calibrators, dilution troughs and dilution strips are present in the instrument
at the location indicated on the screen.

Make sure that all calibrator vials caps are removed when they are in the instrument.

When using small diluent troughs, you must ensure that they are placed as shown in the user interface. They are
identified by one, two or three dots that also mark their respective positions in the instrument.

To load the liquid control samples in the instrument, place the control rack (rack number 73) with the control sample
tubes on the front lane of the sample conveyor. Make sure that all control sample barcodes are visible through the
control rack openings. Once the system has scanned and identified the control rack and the control tubes, it will bring it
back to the front lane. You must then manually remove it from the front lane and place it in the control rack holder.

Samples can be removed during the run when all samples have been pipetted, or after the run. When you can remove
samples, the Samples button on the left side of the screen will become blue, and on the Samples screen, the Unload
button will become enabled.

Note: For optimal plate consumption, you should always load samples prior to plates.
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Note: The instrument does not check that the control rack is in the holder. It is the sole responsibility of the user to
ensure that the control rack is at the correct position before starting the run.

Note: Always remove all sample racks from the front lane before attempting to unload the racks from the back lane.

Note: If you need to add diluent during a run, first ensure that the probes are in the probe wash station and then open
the Sample Processor front panel (New AutoDELFIA) or press the Lock button (Classic AutoDELFIA) to stop the pipetting
arm movement so that you can safely add diluent. After you have added diluent, close the Sample Processor front panel
(New AutoDELFIA) or unlock the instrument (Classic AutoDELFIA) to continue the run.

Plates

The Plates screen shows the plates that are present in the instrument. In the upper right corner of the screen, there
is also a button that will say either Load, Remove or End depending on the current operations available. Load and
Remove buttons are available when you first enter the Plates screen. If Load is selected, a plate frame moves to the
loading position and you are instructed to load a plate. If Remove is selected, you are given the opportunity to unload
all plates currently in the instrument. After either the Load or Remove buttons have been selected, the End button will
appear on the screen. Use this button to cease the process of adding or removing plates.

The main display shows the plate positions (1 to 12) and the plates when they are loaded. The run ID is displayed next
to the icon representing a label. Information about how many strips are loaded or needed as well as the number of free
wells on the plate are also shown to the left of the plate picture.

To load a plate, start by clicking the Load button. The button name changes to End. The first plate holder will be
brought to the loading position. Place the plate in the plate holder and press the instrument IN/OUT button or click the
Load button. The plate with complete calibration curve must be loaded first, in case a calibration method is used where
the first plate has the complete curve and subsequent plates have two-point calibration or no calibrators (DBS mode).
The instrument takes the plate in, reads its barcode, checks the number of strips, and then guides it to the elevator,
which places it into the shaker-incubator. Repeat the procedure for all subsequent plates that you want to load. When
you have placed the last plate in the plate holder, click the End button.

Note: The plate with complete calibration curve must be loaded first, in case a calibration method is used where the
first plate has the complete curve and subsequent plates have two-point calibration or no calibrators (DBS mode).

Alternatively, you can end the plate loading by leaving the plate holder empty.

It is possible to load a plate for measurement only, which could be useful for e.g. troubleshooting. When the plate is
in the loading position, a button Measure only is shown in the user interface. Enabling that button marks the plate
for measurement only, which means that only the final measurement of the plate is performed. The plate is flagged
accordingly. For DBS plates, the plate map of the plate must be prepared with the Plate Generator. For liquid sample
plates, an additional dialog is shown, where the plate map and number of wells to be measured can be chosen.

Note: The plate loading will end automatically after a 10-minute pause. Beware of the moving plate holder!

If plate barcode reading fails, attach the plate barcode sticker found in the kit box on the plate frame after making sure
that the same barcode is not already used on another plate.

If you want to enter the plate barcode manually, you can do so by clicking in the field of the image of the plate in the
plate holder, where it reads Click to enter. The Edit plate barcode dialog appears on the bottom of the screen. Enter
the barcode you want in the Barcode field and click OK. You can now press the IN/OUT button of the instrument to
load the plate with the barcode you have entered. The instrument will not scan the plate barcode and will use the one
you have provided manually.

Caution! When entering barcodes manually, it is the responsibility of the user to ensure they type in the correct
barcode.

On the right of a loaded plate, there is an eject button that can be switched on or off. If you wish to unload a plate,
switch on the corresponding eject button, and then click the Load button. Once a run is complete, the eject button for
all plates will be switched on by default.

If you click on a plate, an overlay Plate window opens and displays the corresponding plate map and information. If
you want to check another plate map or information, click the one you want in the left part of the window.
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In both the main and Plate windows, plates with a complete calibration curve are indicated by a small plate icon with a
diagonal stripe and the plates with a two point calibration (2 calibrators) are indicated by a small plate icon with 2 dots.

During the run, the lower area of the overlay window will display all messages, warnings and errors.

When clicking on a sample of the plate map, a new overlay window (called Well followed by the well identification, e.g.
C3) shows the selected sample details.

For liquid sample assays, if you click on a well on the plate map, you can delete the selected sample.

Note: If you delete a sample that was to be run with several replicates, all replicates for the assay will be deleted. If
several tests are assigned to a patient sample, only the replicates for the selected assay will be deleted.

In the Plate window, if the plate lot belongs to several kit lots, the Analyte and Kit lot fields are highlighted with a blue
line and there is an icon on the right. To select the correct kit lot, click the icon and an overlay window lets you select
the correct analyte and kit lot combination.

When several plates are loaded, there is a little star next to the plates with complete calibration. These plates can be
prioritized. When activating the high priority for such a plate, all subsequent plates of the same batch will be prioritized
as well.

Once the pipetting operations have started, a drop icon appears to the right of the plate to show that the plate is now
wet. This means that this plate cannot be re-used if for some reason the run is interrupted.

Once the run has been completed successfully, the plate turns blue and a green mark is displayed next to it. If the run
fails, the plate is shown in red and a red cross is displayed next to it.

To remove a plate, click Remove and the plate in the first position will come to the loading position. Remove it from the
plate holder and repeat the operation until there are no more plates in the instrument.

Note: Used plates should be unloaded from the instrument.

Note: When handling plates (to load them, unload them, take them to storage, add or remove strips), always handle
them from the edges. Do not let your fingers touch the upper surface of the plate, even when wearing gloves.

Note: If you are using the Sample processor, its front panel should be open during the loading and/or unloading of
plates.

Additional loading
You may sometimes need to load additional tests during a run.

Additional loading is only possible during certain time slot during the schedule. The next possible time period available
for additional loading is shown in the Home screen and is marked on the schedule of the Process page. When such a
time window occurs, you can load plates, reagents and consumables. If you want to load the same samples again, use
the Reuse button.

Note: You only have a limited time frame to carry out all the tasks required for additional loading. Additional loading
requires a minimum of 10 minutes when all plates are in the incubator. In such a situation, either you should not
attempt additional loading or you should limit the number of plates to be loaded so that it fits the time slot available.

In addition, note the following:

• Ensure that there is sufficient space in the reagent rack for the necessary reagent cassettes, tips and dilution
vessels. The reagent rack positions that cannot be used in additional loading are marked with a lock symbol on the
Reagents screen.

• Ensure that there is enough space in the incubator for the plates needed in additional loading.
• Do not remove reagent cassettes, plates or consumables that are still needed for the original run. Used reagent

cassettes that can be safely removed are marked with a recycling symbol.

In case of additional loading, the Process view shows both the original run and the plates added, but you cannot
change the priorities.

Note: It is not possible to use additional loading if a run has been aborted.
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Reagents

The Reagents screen consists of an image of the reagent rack detected by the instrument. The instrument scans the
content of the physical rack and updates the reagent rack image accordingly.

If a reagent cassette is present in the instrument but does not have a barcode, then you can enter the barcode
manually by clicking the corresponding field (Click to enter).

If some required material is missing, the software will show the place of the missing material highlighted in red.

If a reagent cassette is locked (i.e. it cannot be removed because e.g. it is used by a process), a small lock icon is
displayed on the cassette. It disappears once the cassette is unlocked.

If a reagent cassette is partially used, half of it will have a slight blue taint, and once it has been used completely, it is
highlighted in blue and has a "recycle bin" light blue sign on top of it.

The system will not let you run assays as long as there is an unrecognized reagent cassette in the rack.

The area at the bottom of the screen will contain any warnings or other informative messages to the user. The content
of this area can be shown or hidden by clicking the double up arrow (expand) or double down arrow (collapse) to the
right of the area title.

The Check button (not always visible) starts a complete check of the reagent rack content.

The Continue button (not always visible) starts a check of the omissions or errors from a previous check. It does not
check the entire reagent rack content.

The Clear button (visible only during additional loading) clears completely used reagent cassettes, meaning that they
can and should be removed during additional loading. The reagent cassette positions freed through this can be used
again.

Liquids

The System liquids screen contains an image of the system liquid and waste bottles. These show the status of each
bottle: Enhancement solution, Wash, Rinse and Waste.

Note: The Enhancement solution, Wash and Rinse bottles show the minimum amount of liquid required to complete
scheduled testing. The Waste bottle shows the maximum amount that the waste bottle can hold. It does not reflect
what is in the bottle. The AutoDELFIA Manager software does not have any way to know what is present in the bottles,
and it is the sole responsibility of the user to ensure that the content of the system liquid bottles is equal or more and
the content of the waste bottle equal or less than what the System liquids screen indicates.

Warning: When preparing the Plate Processor, the AutoDELFIA Manager software does not know what is present in
the bottles. It is the sole responsibility of the user to ensure that the content of the system liquid bottles is equal or
more and that the content of the waste bottle is equal to or less than what the System liquids screen indicates.

The Plate Processor bottles function with pressure (vacuum for the waste bottle and pressure for the wash and rinse
bottles), and the screen shows two pressure gauges (one common to the wash bottle and rinse bottle, and one
dedicated to the waste bottle). The pressure gauges represent the actual pressure in the bottles. Caution: Before
opening the bottle caps, you must release the pressure by clicking the Release button in the upper right corner
of the screen. The button will disappear while the pressure is being released. A Done button appears once the
depressurization is complete.
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Note: Do not click this button until you are ready to re-pressurize the system.

For systems with the Sample Processor, a second set of bottles are shown. These Sample Processor bottles are not
pressurized.

Once the pressure has been released, you can proceed with the filling/emptying activities.

Once you are ready to resume normal operations, make sure the bottle caps are tightly closed and the tubing is
connected correctly. Click the Done button to re-pressurize the system.

Preparing consumables
Warning: All reagents and samples must be brought to room temperature (+20 to +25°C) before use. For analyte-
specific requirements, see the kit inserts.

Prepare wash solution (1:25) for the Plate Processor (250 mL Wash Concentrate (B117-100) and 6000 mL deionized
water). It is recommended that you prepare at least 1 L per plate to be run. The stability of the wash solution in a sealed
container is two weeks at room temperature (+20 -+25°C). Prepare wash solution (1:100) for the Sample Processor (50
mL of Wash Concentrate (B117-100) and 4950 mL deionized water). Prepare at least 800 mL per plate to be run. The
stability of the wash solution is one week at room temperature (+20 - +25°C) in a sealed container.

Note: It is important to the proper operation of AutoDELFIA that these dilution ratios are followed exactly.

Preparing the Sample Processor (if used)
Fill the wash bottle with wash solution (1:100 diluted wash concentrate) and the rinse bottle with deionized water.
Empty the waste bottle.

Note: Handle the waste bottle and liquid sensor as if they were infectious! Use protective gloves.

Close the bottles. Make sure that the tubing for the waste bottle always runs down.

If sample dilution is needed, load the diluent trough(s) with diluent solution. Two trough sizes are used: 70 mL (small)
or 250 mL (large). You can select the diluent trough size (small or large) on the Settings screen. If the 70 mL troughs
are used, they must be loaded to the instrument beginning from the rightmost position and a maximum of 3 diluent
troughs can be used. With the 250 mL trough, no more than one diluent can be used. Check the kit insert for the
analyte specific diluent solution.

Warning: Check the kit insert for the analyte-specific diluent solution. The Samples screen of the program shows the
amount of diluent needed and into which troughs the diluent should be put. If the 70 mL troughs are used, they must
be loaded to the instrument starting from the rightmost position. A maximum of three diluent troughs can be used at
a time. With the 250 mL troughs, only one diluent can be used at a time.

Preparing the Plate Processor
Caution: Do not open the bottles when the pressure is on. Use the Release button in the System liquids screen to turn
the pressure off.

Fill the wash bottle with wash solution (1:25 diluted wash concentrate) and the rinse bottle with deionized water. Empty
the waste bottle.

Note: Handle the waste bottle and liquid sensor as if they were infectious! Use protective gloves.

Make sure that the bottles are tightly closed.

Before each run, select the Washer test from the Maintenance screen and perform the test to check the functioning
of the washer. Follow the instructions given on the screen to perform the test. If you need more information on this,
see Daily maintenance on page 23. Check that the temperature, shown on top of the AutoDELFIA Manager software
window, is within acceptable range. For more on temperature, see Plate Processor temperature on page 11.

Load reagent pipette tips into all of the holes of the reagent rack (74 tips total). Start with the front row from left to
right. Once the front row is full, continue from the leftmost position in the back row. Do not leave empty tip positions.
While loading the tips, check that they are clean and not bent.

Load the dilution vessels into the reagent rack starting from the left and leaving no empty positions. Check these
vessels to make sure they are clean with no shreds of plastic inside them. Note that each physical vessel is divided by a
central wall so that it comprises two dilution vessels. In all 24 dilution vessels can be loaded (e.g. 12 x 2)
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Check that the white test cap is in the front cap holder position at the left end of the reagent rack. Check that the green
test cap is in the rear cap holder position at the left end of the reagent rack. Make sure that there are no black caps in
the other cap holder positions. Check that the waste tray under the conveyor is empty.

There are two Enhancement Solution bottles in the instrument. Check that there is enough Enhancement Solution
(B118-100) in the bottles. One bottle has enough solution for about eight plates. Normally the right-hand one is
replaced, but if the left-hand bottle is less than a third full, both must be replaced. Be sure the bottles are tightly screwed
in place because there is reduced pressure maintained in the bottles.

Use the Enhancement solution flush command from the Maintenance screen to fill the tubing if needed. If both
bottles have been changed, the tubing needs to filled. For more details on this, see Other maintenance on page 28.

Process

On the top of the Process screen, there are buttons that offer you different assay schedules from which to choose.
Once you have chosen the schedule you want, click the start button to start the run.

Under the buttons, there is a time line representing the schedule for the whole process with more detailed information
(start and end time) for the plates, each of which is represented by its own progress bar. A different color is used to
represent each type of process, and the color coding is explained in the caption below the time line.

Once the reagents (or samples in the case of serum assays) have been pipetted in the plate, a small drawing
representing a drop appears on the corresponding progress bar to inform you that the plate is now wet and cannot be
re-used if for some reason the run is interrupted.

An ongoing run can be stopped by clicking the Stop button, after which explicit confirmation is still needed.

Note: The system must be restarted after this, before unloading the samples and the plates and running any further
assays.

Maintenance

The Maintenance screen helps you to keep track of all the AutoDELFIA maintenance activities. It is divided into two
columns, with the content of the second column depending on the item selected in the first.

The maintenance activities are classified in five groups based on the frequency at which they should be performed:

• Daily
• Weekly
• Monthly
• Quarterly
• Other

In the left column, you can see for every group each maintenance activity with a small dot representing its status: green
for OK, blue for soon due, red for overdue. Below you will find the color coding explained in more details:

Red: the maintenance activity is overdue but you will still be able to run assays, however all results from runs that took
place with overdue maintenance activities will be flagged in the AutoDELFIA Workstation Result Viewer software.

Blue: the maintenance activity is due soon. For weekly, it means today or tomorrow, and for monthly and quarterly it
means within a week.
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Green: the maintenance activity status is OK.

If a maintenance item fails, you will not be able to run any assay until the corresponding maintenance activity has been
successfully completed.

If a maintenance item is overdue, you can run assays, but their results will be flagged.

However, if the validity period of a maintenance activity expires during a run, the result of the run will not be flagged.

When you click on a group in the left column, the right column displays all maintenance activities for that group in
more details (one area per activity). To start any of these activities, click the corresponding Start button in the right
column. The wizard specific to that activity is then displayed. In the left part of the screen you can see the various steps
for that activity listed, with the current one standing out in white color and the others grayed out. The right part of the
screen provides information related to the current step, displays instructions on what to do and/or gives more details
on what is happening (e.g. in the instrument). The program will lead you through all the necessary steps.

For detailed instructions on maintenance activities, see Maintenance activities on page 23.

Note: We strongly advise that you wear protective gloves when carrying out any maintenance procedure on the
AutoDELFIA system.

Note: You cannot run any maintenance activities while there are plates and/or samples in the instrument. The presence
of reagents does not prevent performing maintenance activities.

Settings

The Settings screen lets you adjust various parameters related to operations with the AutoDELFIA system.

Note: The settings must not be changed during an assay run.

Some of the settings listed below are only for use with the sample processor.

Instrument
If your AutoDELFIA system is equipped with the Sample Processor, the first parameter to be set is whether you are
working with dried blood spot samples (DBS mode checked) or with liquid samples (Liquid Sample mode checked).
In the Nickname field, you can give an identifier to the AutoDELFIA instrument. This allows laboratories equipped with
several AutoDELFIA instruments to identify each of them. To edit the Nickname, click in the field, enter the identifier
you want for that particular instrument and click OK.

Loading mode
For use with the Sample Processor

You have the choice between three different loading modes:

• Intelliload: When choosing this mode, the system will apply the test requests defined in the active panel of the
AutoDELFIA Manager software (see also Analyte panels on page 21) to all the loaded samples

• LIS query: select this if your AutoDELFIA instrument is connected to an external LIS. For more on this topic, see
Using LIS Query on page 31

• Use worklist: select this if you are working with worklists. For more on this topic, see Worklists on page 30. When
using worklist, make sure you choose the correct path to the folder where the worklists are located in the Worklist
path field.
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Tube barcodes
For use with the Sample Processor

Warning: When running patient samples, always use barcoded sample tubes to ensure positive patient ID.

Click the Edit button to access tube barcode settings.

On the Tube barcodes page, you can choose whether or not you want to use tube barcodes by turning the Use
barcodes switch on or off. Ensure that this is always switched on when processing patient samples. You can configure
what types of barcode your system is using. You can use up to four different barcode types (Code 1, Code 2, Code
3 and Code 4). To choose a barcode type, click in the corresponding field and pick the one you want in the overlay
window that appears.

The code type and its parameters will usually be determined by a trained PerkinElmer service engineer when setting
up the system. If you are trying to solve issues with barcode reading or if you need to add a barcode type and you are
unable to do this using the settings on the Tube barcodes page, contact your PerkinElmer service engineer.

Tube types
For use with the Sample Processor

Clicking the Edit button will take you to the Edit tube type screen where you can configure the types of tube you want
to use. There is one factory-set tube type that cannot be edited (Patient tube 1).

Note: The Control tube type must not be deleted.

To create a new tube type, click the New button and provide a name for it in the overlay window that appears on the
bottom of the screen, then click OK. The new tube type appears in the list in the left column. Select it and adjust the
settings in the right column.

To edit a tube type, select it in the left column list and edit the corresponding parameters in the right column.

The tube type parameters that you can edit in this screen are:

• Tube type name: enter the name you want for the tube type
• Inner diameter: give here the inner diameter of the tube in mm. The minimum acceptable diameter for a tube is

8 mm and this is also indicated by the tube measurement tool (provided with the AutoDELFIA system and used to
adjust the tube parameters). If the tool does not fit, then the tube is too small.

• Surface detection start level: this is the height in mm above the base of the tube holder in the rack at which the
probe starts detection. This should be a few mm above the maximum sample level to be used in the tube. It should
not be too high, otherwise time will be wasted during pipetting while the top of the liquid is being sought, or too
low because the liquid detection will fail.

• Lowest allowed level: this is the lowest level above the base of the tube holder in the rack at which aspiration
of sample may take place. A value lower than this may cause the probes to hit the bottom, causing damage. To
determine this level, insert the Tube measurement tool, (the flat end downwards) and read off how much the scale
protrudes above the top of the rack i.e. take the reading at the edge of the rack. For a normal round bottomed tube
without adapters this will be about 2 mm. If you have adapters this will be much larger; also if you have tubes that
become narrower (< 8 mm) at the bottom.

Warning: Check that the tubes and adapters are of the right type.

To delete a tube type, select it in the left column list and click the Delete button in the upper right corner. The tube type
is deleted immediately.

Note: No confirmation will be asked when deleting a tube type.

When you are ready, click the Done button and the program takes you back to the main Settings window.

If you use adapters for small tubes you must measure the lowest allowed level with the adapter in place under the
tube.

Note: Adapters are not allowed in racks used when disinfecting or washing Sample Processor probes, for more on this,
see Maintenance activities on page 23.
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Diluent Troughs
If you wish to use small diluent troughs, click Use small. If you wish to use large diluent troughs, click Use large.

Assay settings
For use with the Sample Processor

When you click this button, the Assay settings window opens. For each analyte, you can choose the kind of calibration
(complete or two-point) you want for the first plate and for the subsequent plates. Just like in the Plate window, plates
with a complete calibration curve are indicated by a small plate icon with a diagonal stripe and the plates with a two
point calibration (2 calibrators) are indicated by a small plate icon with 2 dots.

See your analyte kit inserts for a description of the recommended calibration methods.

The calibration method affects how fast a plate result becomes calculated in the AutoDELFIA Workstation. The
calibration methods where all plates have a complete calibration curve or all plates have a two point calibration
cause the plates to be calculated immediately after the measuring is done, on a plate basis. The calibration method
where the first plate has a complete calibration curve and subsequent plate have two point calibration needs all plates
of the same analyte and run id to be measured before the results are calculated.

The assay settings windows also allow control double dilution to be activated for an analyte. This is an option that
causes double the amount of diluted control to be prepared and might in some situations be needed in order for the
diluted control amount to suffice.

To add more analytes, enter the corresponding kit lot information in the KitLot Editor software before starting the
AutoDELFIA Manager software.

Analyte panels
An analyte panel consists of one or more tests to be run on samples.

To choose a panel to use for the assay, click in the Active panel field and select the panel you want from the overlay
window that appears, and then click OK.

To add or edit a panel, click the Edit button. The Edit analyte panel screen appears. The existing panels are in the left
column. To edit one of them, select it from the left column and change its settings from the right column. To add a new
panel, click the New button in the upper right corner, give the new panel a name and choose the analytes. To delete a
panel, select it from the left column and click the Delete button in the upper right corner.

Before you can create a panel, the corresponding kit lot information must be entered in the KitLot Editor software.

When creating or editing panels with more than one analyte, the software will only let you select analytes that are
compatible with the analytes already selected, i.e. if the first analyte chosen in a panel is for liquid sample assay, then
the software will only let you choose other liquid sample analytes, and if the first analyte chosen in a panel is for DBS
assay, then the software will only let you choose other DBS analytes.

There are three factory-set panels, which are used for maintenance and testing purposes: Carry-over and Pipetting
precision check (in liquid mode), and Functionality check (in DBS mode). For more details on the Carry-over and
Pipetting precision check, see Quarterly maintenance on page 26. The Functionality check is not needed as part of
normal operation of AutoDELFIA and is intended for use by PerkinElmer Service Personnel.

Once you are ready, click Done in the upper right corner of the screen.

Automatic waste pump
AutoDELFIA can be equipped with an optional pump connected to the waste bottles to ensure that they do not get too
full. The pump will operate automatically during a run to keep the waste level low in the Sample Processor waste bottle
(if in use). The waste is pumped to the Plate Processor waste bottle. This bottle will then be emptied by the pump if the
level gets too high. Otherwise it will be automatically emptied after a run is completed.

If your AutoDELFIA instrument is equipped with the waste pump and you want it to function automatically, click On. To
switch it off, click Off.
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Note: This selection is visible even if your instrument is not equipped with a waste pump. In this case the selections has
no effect.

Alerts
When you click the Alerts button of the Settings screen, the Alert screen is displayed. There you can configure
automatic e-mail alerts. To set up alerts, first turn the use e-mail for alerts switch on, and complete the fields in the
Messages area:

• Subject: the subject of the message
• From: the e-mail address used to send the alert messages (you will need to configure parameters for this, see

below)
• To: the e-mail address(es) to which you want the alert messages to be sent. To set several recipients, enter one

recipient per field.

The next step consists in choosing the types of alerts that will trigger the sending of alert e-mails. To do this, just click
on the switches corresponding to the alerts you want to be sent in the Conditions for alert notification area.

Under the Mail server configuration area, complete the settings for the sender e-mail address you have entered in
the From field. For more details on how to set this, contact your e-mail provider. Note that your e-mail provider may
not support this feature.

System
The System area contains the software version and the Quit button. Clicking the Quit button will close the AutoDELFIA
Manager software (the program will first ask for confirmation).
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Maintenance activities
The maintenance activities to be performed by the AutoDELFIA system users and referenced on the Maintenance
screen of the AutoDELFIA Manager software are described below.

All maintenance activities are registered in the log database, including the date when it was performed, the user who
performed it and the resulting status for the activity.

In the bottom right corner of the Maintenance screen, the Report button allows you to view and print the
Maintenance Status Report.

Warning: Biohazardous materials are handled in the instrument. Treat all samples, waste bottles, liquid sensors,
washer parts, and risk remover parts as potentially infectious. When operating or maintaining the instrument, always
wear appropriate protective equipment.

Note: Before starting any maintenance activity involving plate or reagent loading, remove all samples, plates and
reagents from the instrument.

Note: You should only attempt maintenance operations if you have had training. Detailed instructions and thorough
training will be supplied by PerkinElmer.

Daily maintenance
The daily maintenance activities are:

Washer test
This command allows you to check the function of the washer by checking that the instrument dispenses liquid evenly
in all wells of a test plate and then aspirates the liquid completely from the wells.

This test requires an empty plate with all strips.

To start the test, click the corresponding Start button. Follow the instructions in the Washer test wizard screen that
appears.

At the end of the test, if all went well, click End to finish the Wizard with a successful result.

If the test is inconclusive, you can run it again by clicking Repeat.

If some wells were not filled/emptied properly, clean the washer manifold according to the instructions provided in
Washer cleaning on page 28.

If most wells are overfilled and/or a lot of liquid is left after aspiration, check for bent, squeezed or leaking tubing. If
you cannot identify the cause of the problem, contact your PerkinElmer service engineer to check the washer.

Waste tray
This command lets you confirm to the software that the waste tray has been emptied. Empty the waste tray of tips,
rinse it with water and dry it, then place it back into the instrument.

Sample processor tubing check
For use with the Sample Processor

Warning: Follow the instructions in this wizard to check the Sample Processor tubing for air bubbles during the
filling.

If there are no air bubbles or only small ones, click End to finish the Wizard with a successful result.

If there are large air bubbles, flush the system by clicking Next. If there are a lot of large air bubbles that are not
removed or drops on the end of the probes, check and tighten the tubing connections in the peristaltic pump and four
valves as shown in the figure below.
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Weekly maintenance
The weekly maintenance activities are:

Instrument cleaning
The Instrument cleaning wizard helps you perform the following tasks:

• Plate Processor washer and disk remover disinfection
• Sample Processor probe wash and disinfection (only for systems equipped with the Sample Processor)

The instrument cleaning operation for a stand-alone Plate Processor requires:

• Hypochlorite solution or ethanol
• A clean and empty 50 mL buffer bottle
• A small reagent cassette
• Reagent pipette tips
• A clean microtiter plate

For systems including also the Sample processor, you need on top of the material listed above:

• Ethanol
• Sample tubes and two sample racks
• DELFIA Wash Solution
• Water

Note: To clean the Plate Processor, you can use either 0.2% hypochlorite solution (2000ppm CL) or 70-80% ethanol
as disinfection liquid. If you are using a hypochlorite solution, you must empty the waste bottle before and after
disinfection as instructed in the wizard. The AutoDELFIA Enhancement Solution may give the waste solution a low pH
and thus liberate chlorine from the hypochlorite.

Load a buffer bottle containing 50 mL of disinfection liquid into a reagent cassette and place it in the leftmost position
as instructed in the wizard. Place two tips in the reagent rack starting from position 1.

Load an uncoated clean plate with all strips. For the Plate Processor cleaning procedure, the reagent dispenser adds
300 μL of disinfectant from the bottle to the whole plate. The washer aspirates strips C to H and then moves to strips
A and B and stays in them for ten minutes. Then the washer tips are rinsed with water. Then the dispenser adds
disinfectant to half of the plate. The disk remover then aspirates all other wells than the first well and returns there to
stay in it for ten minutes.

Finally, the washer fills two strips with water and the disk remover is rinsed.
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Note: (Only for systems equipped with the Sample Processor) For the Sample Processor cleaning, use only 70-80%
ethanol as disinfection liquid. Do NOT use hypochlorite, denatured alcohol containing acetone or other similar
disinfecting solutions, as they may damage the probes.

For the probe washing you will be told to load a rack with 8 tubes each containing wash solution. For washing use the
DELFIA Wash Solution at a 1:20 dilution of wash concentrate.

Tubes with an inner diameter of 9-14 mm and not conical at the bottom should be used with no adapter.

For probe disinfection you will be told to load a sample rack containing eight tubes with disinfectant liquid and four
with water. The tubes should contain 3-5 mL liquid.

Wash solution is used for probe washing. For probe disinfection, disinfectant is first used (in two stages), then the
probes are rinsed with water.

When disinfection is completed you should remove the plate and empty the waste bottle as instructed in the dialogue.

You should also remove the two racks used for the washing and disinfection.

When you have finished Instrument cleaning, remove the racks from the conveyor.

Enhancement solution outlet check
The wizard shows the location of the Enhancement Solution outlet. Check the outlet for precipitate. If there is a build-up
of solids, wipe it with a cotton swab that has been moistened with a solution of ethanol (70% volume) and deionized
water (30% volume).

Empty and refill system liquid bottles
Follow the wizard's instructions to empty and refill the Wash and Rinse bottles and empty the waste bottles.

WARNING! Handle the waste bottle and liquid sensor as if they were infectious! Use protective gloves.

Probe wash wells check
The wizard provides instructions to check whether the sampler wash wells are dirty and how to clean them if necessary.

To complete this wizard, you will need:

• A plastic Pasteur pipette
• A clean small brush
• If needed, 70-80 % ethanol (not denaturated with acetone)

Monthly maintenance
The monthly maintenance activities are:

Wash all system liquid bottles
Empty all the system liquid bottles for washing. Check the Rinse and Wash solution bottles and wash them. Disinfect
the Waste bottles with hypochlorite if needed: pour about 1 L of 0.1-0.5% hypochlorite solution into each bottle and
swirl. Let the bottles stand for at least 30 min with occasional swirling. Empty the Waste bottles and rinse them well
with water. If there is a build-up of crust in the waste bottle liquid sensors or bottle caps, clean them by wiping with a
damp cloth.

Note: Handle the waste bottles, bottle caps and liquid sensors as if they were infectious! Use protective gloves.
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General cleaning
For proper operation of AutoDELFIA system it is important to take care of general cleanness of the instrument. Overall
cleanness should be monitored as a part of the normal daily operations and especially the parts which are handled by
the operator should be cleaned whenever needed.

In case of spillage anywhere in the instrument, always wipe it clean before using the instrument.

Note: In case of sample spillage handle the system as infectious. If there is a sample spillage in the Sample Processor
the conveyor should be washed using a cloth with detergent, followed by wash with water and finally wiping with 70 -
80% ethanol.

If the incubator has been contaminated with serum or reagents call a PerkinElmer service engineer to clean it.

The general cleaning wizard helps you to carry out monthly cleaning procedures for AutoDELFIA instrument. Wipe the
plastic cover over the plate conveyor in the Plate Processor with lint free cloth and 70 - 80% ethanol. After cleaning
make sure that the plastic cover is properly installed so as not to obstruct the pick-up of back row tips. Wash the black
caps, the reagent rack and the sample racks.

Note: The parts must be dried carefully after rinsing.

Clean the reagent rack conveyor rods by wiping them with lint free cloth moistened with 70 - 80% ethanol. If the parts
of the reagent dispensers which fit into the pipette tips have any precipitate on them, wipe with moist paper. Clean the
black and white standard tray covers with water. Dry the covers before use. Finally, check that all outer surfaces of the
instrument are clean. If needed, use lint free cloth with water or 70 - 80% ethanol for cleaning.

Disk remover maintenance
Follow carefully the step-by-step instructions in the disk remover maintenance Wizard screen.

Materials and tools required for the disk remover maintenance:

• 1.5 mm hex key
• Lint free wiper
• 70-80% ethanol
• AutoDELFIA maintenance oil (Order number 11950009)

Do not turn off the instrument. The maintenance wizard brings the disk remover unit outwards for ease of access. The
software also moves the disk remover unit inwards in the final step of the maintenance.

Note: You should only attempt this operation if you have had training, otherwise you may cause damage to the disk
remover. Detailed instructions and thorough training will be supplied by PerkinElmer.

Note: Handle the disk remover parts as if they were infectious! Use protective gloves.

Wash and rinse Sample Processor tubing
Follow the on screen Wizard instructions. For this you will need:

• Strong DELFIA Wash solution (concentration 1:20 diluted wash concentrate)
• 70-80% Ethanol (not denaturated with acetone)
• Deionized water

Quarterly maintenance
The quarterly maintenance activities are:

Pipetting precision check
The instruction page guides you in performing the pipetting precision check for the Sample Processor probes. Follow
carefully the texts and images in the instruction wizard.

For the pipetting precision check, you need:
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• 12 sample tubes (9mm) with 500 μL 1nmol Eu solution (B119-100)
• A small reagent cassette with 50 mL enhancement solution bottle (cassette barcode 9941234561234560)
• An empty plate (plate barcode 012345601234)

The precision test consists in pipetting 25μL volume of 1 nmol/L Eu-solution in every well of a plate and calculating the
CV% for the plate and for each probe. Pipetting precision results from the previous check are displayed on the bottom
of the screen. The total CV% for the plate should be < 3% and the CV% for each probe should be < 2%. If the pipetting
precision check fails, view the report to see where the deviating wells are. Occasionally one or two wells may be much
higher or lower for unspecified reasons, in which case the check should be repeated. After the pipetting precision check
you should run the Probe cleaning after precision check wizard.

1. Unload all plates from the instrument.
2. Settings - Select Pipetting precision as an active panel.
3. Samples - Load a rack with twelve 9 mm tubes each containing 500 µL of 1 nmol/L Eu solution.
4. Plates - Load an uncoated empty plate with 8 strips. Enter 012345601234 as plate barcode.
5. Reagents - Place a 50 mL bottle of Enhancement Solution into a small reagent cassette. Load the cassette and 2 tips

into the leftmost position of the reagent rack. Enter 9941234561234560 as reagent cassette barcode.
6. Liquids - Check that you have the required volumes of system liquids at your disposal. Accept to continue.
7. Process - Start the pipetting precision run.
8. Maintenance - You can find the results on the Pipetting precision check screen. For detailed results with individual

well data, open the report.

Probe test after precision check
Follow the wizard instructions to perform the Sample Processor probe test after precision check. Cleaning is needed to
clean out Eu solution residues from the probes.

Note: To ensure proper cleaning, it is very important that the content and loading order of the two racks are exactly as
instructed in this wizard!

Accuracy test
This wizard helps you perform the tests to check the accuracy of the Sample Processor. The test consists in weighing a
known liquid volume pipetted with all of the four sample probes. The averaged dose results of the previous accuracy
test can be seen in the first wizard screen.

For this wizard you will need:

• Four empty tubes with the diameter of 9 mm
• DELFIA Diluent II
• Four empty calibrator vials
• A calibrated precision or analytical scale 0-200 g +/- 0.1 mg
• Special vial holder (Check Plate) for plate position

Warning: It is essential for the accuracy test that temperature of the diluent has reached room temperature (+20 -
+25°C). Please make sure that the temperature is correct before proceeding. Pipetting accuracy and precision tests
should be done during quarterly maintenance.

Note: Make sure to remove the special holder from the plate loading position after the test.

Carry-over check
This wizard helps you perform the carry-over check. It requires the AutoDELFIA Carry-over kit C562-101.

Note: Although the AutoDELFIA Carry-over test can be run as a normal AutoDELFIA assay, it is not recommended to
include it in an AutoDELFIA load with other analytes.

Follow the instructions provided by the wizard and refer to the instructions provided in the C562-101 kit insert.

Warning: The Sample Processor probes should not be allowed to dry and the software takes care of the periodic
rinsing of the probes. If you switch off the system for a longer period you should leave the probes in deionized water.

Note: The probes should be changed at least twice a year by a PerkinElmer service engineer.
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Be careful not to touch the probes and treat them as infectious. You can use the probe holder provided with the
instrument to support the probes. When starting the system, remember to remove the probe holder.

Other maintenance
The additional maintenance activities include:

Dual label calibration
To perform the dual label calibration, you need the AutoDELFIA Dual Calibration kit C555-102. The dual label calibration
is run at the factory for every AutoDELFIA instrument, and you can run it again by following the instructions in this
wizard.

Dual label measurement involves the measurement of Europium and Samarium labels in their respective measurement
windows. However, the Europium label contributes to the measured counts in the Samarium window; this is called
spillover. To obtain pure Samarium results, this wizard calculates the Europium spillover so that it can be subtracted
from the Samarium counts. The calibration is intended for two different plate types and you can choose to perform it
for either one or both.

When performing the dual label calibration, carefully follow the instructions in the wizard and in the AutoDELFIA Dual
Calibration kit (C555-102) insert. The dual label values currently stored in the system can be seen on the bottom of the
first screen of the wizard.

Enhancement solution flush
This wizard allows you to flush the Enhancement Solution tubing. Flushing should be performed if the AutoDELFIA
instrument is not in use for some time. If that period is longer than one week, change the Enhancement Solution for
deionized water and flush through using the same flush command. After having flushed with deionized water, put the
Enhancement Solution bottles back and flush well before using the system.

Note: Ensure that the left side Enhancement Solution bottle is full before starting the flush operation.

Waste pumping
This wizard uses the waste pump to empty the Plate Processor waste bottle. The waste pump runs for approximately 14
minutes if left uninterrupted, but you can stop waste pumping at any time.

Background measurement
Use this wizard to check the background level of the measurement unit in the instrument. The background is
automatically checked during assay startup. If the background is above 100%, the assay cannot start. With the wizard
you can check the background whenever you wish. If the background is close to 100% or has a rising trend, the
instrument might require cleaning.

Washer cleaning
This wizard contains detailed instructions to clean the washer manifold

Note: You should only attempt this operation if you have had training, otherwise you may cause damage to the washer
manifold. Detailed instructions and thorough training will be supplied by PerkinElmer.

Do not turn the instrument off. The washer cleaning wizard brings the washer manifold to a position where it's
convenient to remove it for cleaning. Handle the washer parts as if they were infectious! Use protective gloves.
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Plate Processor tubing disinfection
This wizard contains detailed instructions on how to disinfect the Plate Processor tubing. It involves flushing the tubing
with 0.5% hypochlorite solution and rinsing it with water. 10 liters of 0.5% hypochlorite solution is made by dilution
from commercial reagent grade sodium hypochlorite.

Note: This functionality is not available by default. A field service engineer can enable it after inspecting that the
instrument allows performing this.

Warning: Sodium hypochlorite is a corrosive liquid, and it should be kept protected from light. The diluted (0.5 %)
hypochlorite is stable for 24 hours. “Reagent grade” hypochlorite is recommended. After flushing, rinse tubing with water.
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Worklists

DBS Mode
In DBS mode only Single Plate Worklist format (SPW) is supported. SPW files contain sample information. DBS worklists
are typically created by an external puncher, e.g. the Panthera-Puncher. If the puncher is not connected to the
AutoDELFIA system, you must copy the SPW worklist files to the file location configured as SPW import path during
the system installation. From this file location, the DBS worklists are automatically transferred into the AutoDELFIA
Workstation database. Once the AutoDELFIA instrument reads the plate barcode, the AutoDELFIA software accesses the
worklist information from the database.

The SPW worklist format is for use with DBS mode only and each worklist file corresponds to one plate. The file contains
the control sample and specimen sample IDs. Each ID is written on its own line, corresponds to a plate well, and is
sorted in the order (A1->A12->B1->B12 etc.). By the file name the SPW file corresponds to two different plate map types
for each analyte: Plate Map number 1 containing calibrators with the file name "analytename.W##", and Plate Map
number 2 without calibrators with the file name "_analytename.W##".

Liquid Sample Mode
For use with the Sample Processor

When using worklists, you must provide the path to the worklist file directory in the Worklist path field.

When loading a worklist, first make sure that you have an active panel with the correct analyte, otherwise the system
will return an error message. You will also only be allowed to select a worklist whose analyte has a valid kit lot.

When loading samples in worklist mode with no worklist selected, the system will return a warning to inform you that
no test orders will be enabled for the samples.

The worklist file name is usually in the format <Analyte>.W<XX> where <Analyte> is the name of the analyte and <XX> is
a running number between 01 and 99.

A worklist must contain at least one row, and at most 432. The system will ignore empty lines.

The AutoDELFIA Manager software is compatible with the Liquid Sample Mode worklist format.

In the Liquid Sample Mode worklist format, each line has information on one patient. This type of worklist never
includes control samples. At the very least, a code is required for each patient so that the measurement obtained can
be link to it. A typical worklist line is as follows:

<code><remark>[':'<coding except>]';'<predil>

Where:

• code is the code assigned to a specific patient. Length: 3 to 32 characters. No duplicates allowed within the same
worklist. It must end with a space.

• remark can contain between 0 and 50 characters. It must end with a colon (:), a semi-colon (;) or the end of the line
• coding except is used for varying replicates and dilution factors. This information is of the form: "optional

space""R""replicate number""space""dilution factor1""space""dilution factor2"". "R" is case sensitive. For a primary
sample measurement, set "dilution factor1" to 1. The replicate number must be same for both dilutions. The system
will use the default dilution factor for the analyte if the worklist does not provide one. The system will use the
default replicate number if the worklist does not provide one.

• predil is typically used for setting the predilution factors, in which case this information is in the form: "optional
space""D""pre-dilution factor"". D is case sensitive. If the semicolon is followed by a character other than "D", the
worklist is still valid, but the following text is omitted. The maximum number of characters following the semicolon
is 512.

The run id cannot change in the middle of a plate. This means that an amount of N worklists of the same analyte always
needs at least N plates, regardless of possible empty wells on the plates.

Samples are dispensed to plates in the loading order, regardless of the order in the worklist.

If some samples in the worklist have not been loaded and you try to start the run, the AutoDELFIA Manager software
will display a confirmation dialog. You can either cancel and load the missing samples, or continue and start the run
without the missing samples.
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Using LIS Query
For use with the Sample Processor

If your laboratory uses a Laboratory Information System (LIS), all the external settings for the LIS should already be
configured by your PerkinElmer field engineer and your laboratory's LIS specialist.

You can use the LIS query loading mode for liquid samples.

On the Settings screen, in the Loading mode section, select LIS query.

Still on the Settings screen, set the correct active analyte panel for the assays you want to run.

If all is set properly, you can start loading sample racks. Make sure all the racks and the sample tubes that they contain
are correctly identified with a barcode. AutoDELFIA will then use the information it receives from the LIS to process
the samples. If necessary, the AutoDELFIA Manager software gives you the possibility to adjust sample settings like
pre-dilution and dilution before running the assay.

Any sample that is not barcoded or that does not have a request in the LIS can be added manually.

When the assay run is over, the AutoDELFIA Workstation software generates a result file that the AutoDELFIA Manager
software automatically sends to the LIS. When this is done, the AutoDELFIA Manager software displays a message on
the Home screen to inform you that the report has been sent to the LIS.
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Backup
The AutoDELFIA Manager software creates backup files for each run to store information on the assay runs. The backup
files are stored for troubleshooting and are not needed as part of normal operation of AutoDELFIA. The backup files are
stored in folder: C:\Users\Public\Documents\AutoDELFIA.

After each run the following information is copied to the backup location:

• All PDF-reports which are created in association with the run.
• Maintenance status PDF-report created at the start of the run.
• System setting information for the run.
• All log files which are created before the run.

The following information is moved to the backup location:

• All the files in the Schedule folder which are created after the run is started:

• The sample pipetting files.
• The protocols required by the instrument.

• All the files in Results folder which are created after the run is started. This includes the results in XML and MultiCalc
file format.

• All the files in PreScan folder which are created after the run is started.
• All log files for the run.
• Worklist files used in the run.
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